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In locating hydrocarbons in a borehole, electrical logging techniques play a key role since they can 

dist inguish be tween oil and water saturated rocks. Dur ing the past 5 years, numerous new electrical logging 

technologies were developed based on integrating state-of-the art geophysical technology into borehole 

logging. The technologies selected for this presentation include shallow imaging devices as well as deep 

array resistivity tools and a through casing resistivity device. Geophysical hardware design, acquisit ion 

principles, data process ing and interpretation, result in better measurements and better signal-to-noise ratio 

which translate directly into more hydrocarbon reserves. Three-dimensional numerical model ing , that has 

only recently become available, supports all phases of tool design and interpretation. Here, us ing case 

histories, we illustrate how geophysical concepts go hand in hand with the advances in electronics and 

informat ion technology to get better hydrocarbon reserve estimates. 

T w o m a j o r hardware changes are the ma jo r contributing factors: small signal measur ing devices such as 

s igma delta converter and result ing mult i -sensor arrays providing mult iple depths of investigation. The 

electronic advances lead to a hybridization of the receiver amplif ier and A / D circuitry. As a result, the 

S T A R resistivity imager n o w measures calibrated values, which allow to successful ly compare image 

button measu remen t with a micro resistivity log. 

Data process ing starts with the acquisition of the complete waveform, which is then stacked for signal-to-

noise ratio improvement and inverted to obtain the best possible match be tween the measuremen t s and 

synthet ic curves. In addition, the inversion gives numerous quality indicators, which allow the compar ison 

be tween di f ferent inversion runs. Two-dimensional inversion delivers not only a two-dimens ional 

distr ibution of the format ion parameters but also statistics that are essential for est imating the reliability of 

the results. In a complex environment , such as that of dipping beds, deep invasion and thin beds, m o r e 

complex mode l s are used on a selective basis. 

Array resistivit ies f rom array induction and array laterolog tools can be interpreted with higher vertical 

resolution, resul t ing in mos t cases, in an increase of hydrocarbon reserves. Case histories for d i f ferent tools 

and appl icat ions clearly show the benefi ts of the new concept of integrating mult iple resistivity logs. 
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